
April collaborative game 

Fairy tales cards

“Let’s play every day” 
eTwinning 2020-21



The game consists of 26 cards with heroes and 
heroines of classic fairy tales with commands 
for play activities. The cards and commands 
were created by the children of the partner 
schools of the eTwinning team"Let's play every 
day" 2020-21. The game was created during the 
month of April which is celebrated the 
International Children's Book Day.



 3rd Kindergarten of Rethymno/Greece
Little Red Riding Hood

Question
What did her mum advise her 
before leaving home?

Answer
Her mother advised her to be 
careful not to cross the forest 
because of the wolf.

Order
Hop in one leg while spelling 
Little Red Riding Hood.



Puss in boots

Question:
What kind of shoes did the 
cat wear?

Answer: 
Boots

Order:
Walk like cats with 
outstretched legs and arms, 
meowing five times.

 2nd Kindergarten of Neapoli Thessaloniki



Naša radost”Servia



   Question: 
How many little 
brothers did 
Ηοp-ο΄-My 
-Thumb have?

Answer:Seven 
 
Order: Say the 
7 days of the 
week by 
counting with 
your fingers.



                        2nd Kindergarten of Farsala



    Kindergarten of Antifilippoi

The Little Mermaid

Question 
How many sisters has the 

little mermaid?

Answer
5 sisters

Order
Raise your hands and jump 5 
times as high as you can.





   13th  Kindergarten of Rethymno,Greece

Rapunzel

Question 
 Where did the witch lock 

Rapunzel?

Answer
In a tall tower without door 

and windows!

Order
Walk 10 steps on your toes



   1st Kindergarten of Anogeia,Greece

The wolf and the 7 young 
goats

Question 
 What did they put in wolf’s 

belly? 

Answer
Stones

Order
Walk like a small goat 

chased by a wolf



   4th  Kindergarten of Rethymno,Greece

Question 

What was the ugly duckling? 

Answer
A swan

Order
We fly like swans



   Kindergarten of Mesoropi,Greece

Hansel and Gretel

Question:
Where did Hansel and Gretel 
find the candy house?
 
Answer: 
In the forest.

Order:
Draw as many trees as the 
letters of the word forest.



   Kindergarten of Heronia, Greece

Cinderella

Question 
What time she had to leave 

the palace?

Answer
At 12 midnight

Order
Run around the table 12 

times



   
Question in which flower 
was Thumbelina born?
 

Answer  in a tulip 

Order draw  finger puppets 
in your fingers  and play

Kindergarten of Sternes - Chania- Greece



5th Kindergarten of Veria - Greece

Puss in Boots
Question: "Who left the cat 
in the Marquis as a legacy?"

Answer: The miller

Order:Turn your hands 10 
times like a mill.



   

The Princess and the Pea

Question 
What was under the 

mattresses of the princess? 
Answer
One pea
Order

Lie down and pretend that 
something is bothering you in 
the back!

15th Kindergarten of Galatsi



Kindergarten Važecká 18, Prešov -Slovakia

Snow White and 7 
dwarfs

Question:
How did the queen want to 
poison Snow White?

Answer: An apple

Order: Paint a beautiful 
apple 



Uzunköprü 
Demokrasi 

İlkokulu
Turkey



4th Kindergarten of Farsala/ Greece

Snow White

QUESTION

What poisoned fruit did the 
queen bring to Snow White?

ANSWER

An apple.
ORDER

Make seven little steps
like dwarves



1st Kindergarten of Volos

The Snow Queen

Question:

Who took the boy to her 
palace?

Answer:
The Snow Queen

Order:
Become a snowflake and 
dance in the snow



Question: What am 
I made of?

Answer: I'm made 
of wood.

Order: Move like a 
puppet!

8th Kindergarten of Neapoli-Thessaloniki Greece!

Pinocchio





Kindergarten of Paralia Ofryniou



Κindergarten of Paralia Ofryniou class 2



Jack and the Beanstalk 

Question:
Where Jack climbed to 
reach the clouds at the 
giant's castle?

Answer: 
He climbed to the 
Beanstalk

Order:

Climb the beanstalk 
and play the harp 
when you reach the 
giant’s castle. 

32nd Kindergarten
 of Evosmos






